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1. INTRODUCTION
w xThe famous Ekeland's variational principle 1 and Caristi's fixed point
w xtheorem 2 are forceful tools in nonlinear analysis, control theory, eco-
nomic theory, and global analysis. Recently, Zhang et al. extended these
 w x.two theorems to the cases of Menger probabilistic metric spaces see 3 .
In this paper, we give the further generalizations of Ekeland's varia-
tional principle and Caristi's fixed point theorem. In Section 2, we intro-
duce the concept of F-type topological spaces and give a characterization
of the kind of spaces. The usual metric spaces, Hausdorff topological
vector spaces, and Menger probabilistic metric spaces are all the special
cases of F-type topological spaces. In Section 3, we establish a variational
principle and a fixed point theorem in F-type topological spaces. In
Section 4, we utilise the results of Section 3 to obtain a variational
principle and a fixed point theorem for Menger probabilistic metric spaces.
w xOur results generalize and unify the corresponding results of 1]3 .
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2. F-TYPE TOPOLOGICAL SPACES
 . q w .Throughout this paper, let R s y`, q` , R s 0, q` . N denotes the
 .set of all natural numbers and D s D, $ denotes a directed set.
 .DEFINITION 2.1. A topological space X, T is said to be F-type, if it is
Hausdorff and for each x g X, there exists a neighborhood base U sx
  . 4U l, t ¬ l g D, t ) 0 of x with the following properties:x
 .  .  .F-1 If y g U l, t , then x g U l, t ;x y
 .  .  .F-2 U l, t ; U m, s for l $ m, t F s;x x
 .F-3 For every l g D there exists m g D with m % l such that
y g U l, t q t whenever U m , t l U m , t / B; 2.1 .  .  .  .x 1 2 x 1 y 2
 .  .F-4 X s D U l, t for each l g D and x g X.t ) 0 x
 4THEOREM 2.1. Let M s d ¬ l g D be a family of quasi-metrics on Xl
that satisfies the following conditions:
 .  .Q-1 d x, y s 0 for all l g D iff x s y;l
 .  .  .Q-2 d x, y s d y, x ;l l
 .  .  .Q-3 d x, y F d x, y for l $ m;l m
 .Q-4 For e¨ery l g D there exists m g D with l $ m such that
d x , y F d x , z q d z , y ; x , y , z g X . 2.2 .  .  .  .l m m
Let
B l, t s y g X ¬ d x , y - t , 2.3 4 .  .  .x l
where x g X and t ) 0. Then there exists a unique Hausdorff topology T onM
 .X such that X, T is a F-type topological space andM
B s B l, t ¬ l g D , t ) 0 4 .x x
is a neighborhood base of x for T . The topology T is called the topology onM M
X deduced by the family M of quasi-metrics.
Proof. Let
N s W ¬ W ; X , 'B l, t ; W for each x g X . 4 .x x
 .It is easy to verify that N satisfies the following conditions: 1 If W g Nx x
 .  .then x g W; 2 If W , W g N then W l W g N ; 3 If W g N and1 2 x 1 2 x x
 .W ; V, then V g N ; 4 If W g N , then there exists V g N such thatx x x
 .V ; W and W g N for each y g V. We only prove 4 .y
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 .  .Since W g N , B l, t ; W for some l g D and t ) 0. By Q-4 , forx x
 .above l there exists an m g D with l $ m such that 2.2 holds. Obvi-
 .ously, V s B m, tr2 g N . Moreover, for each y g V we can prove thatx x
 .  .  .B m, tr2 ; W. In fact, if z g B m, tr2 then d y, z - tr2. Note thaty y m
 .  .d x, y - tr2. Thus by 2.2 we havem
d x , z F d x , y q d y , z - t , .  .  .l m m
 .  .and so z g B l, t ; W. Hence B m, tr2 ; W. This implies that W g N .x y y
 .Condition 4 is proved.
Therefore, there exists a unique topology on X, written T such that NM x
 w x.is the neighborhood system of x for T see 7 . By the definition of N , itM x
is easy to know that B is a neighborhood base of x.x
 .Now we prove that T is Hausdorff. Let x, y g X, x / y. By Q-1 ,M
 .  .there exists some l g D such that d x, y s t ) 0. By Q-4 , there existsl
 .m g D with l $ m such that 2.2 holds. From this we can prove that
 .  .B m, tr2 l B m, tr2 s B. Hence T is Hausdorff.x y M
 .  .Moreover, it is not difficult to show that B satisfies F-1 ] F-4 . Wex
 .  .only verify F-3 , others are trivial. For l g D, by Q-4 there exists m g D
 .  .  .with l $ m such that 2.2 holds. If B m, t l B m, t / B, then therex 1 y 2
 .  .  .  .is z g B m, t l B m, t , so that d x, z - t and d y, z - t . Thusx 1 y 2 m 1 m 2
 .by 2.2 we have
d x , y F d x , z q d z , y - t q t , .  .  .l m m 1 2
 .  .which implies that y g B l, t q t . Therefore X, T is F-type.x 1 2 M
 .THEOREM 2.2. Let X, T be a F-type topological space. Then there exists
 4  .  .a family M s d ¬ l g D of quasi-metrics on X satisfying Q-1 ] Q-4 inl
Theorem 2.1 such that T s T. In this case, M is called the generating familyM
of quasi-metrics for T.
  . 4Proof. Let U s U l, t ¬ l g D, t ) 0 be a neighborhood base of xx x
 .  .  .for T satisfying F-1 ] F-4 . By F-4 , for each l g D we can define a
mapping d : X = X ª Rq asl
d x , y s inf t ) 0 ¬ y g U l, t . 2.4 4 .  .  .l x
 4  .  .Now we prove that M s d ¬ l g D satisfies Q-1 ] Q-4 . It is triviall
 .  .  .  .that F-1 implies Q-2 and F-2 implies Q-3 .
 .  .Q-1 By the definition of d , it is obvious that d x, x s 0 for alll l
l g D. Conversely, if x, y g X with x / y then by the Hausdorff property
 .  .  .  .of T , there exist U l, t and U m, s such that U l, t l U m, s s B.x y x y
 .  .This implies that y f U l, t , and so d x, y G t ) 0.x l
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 .  .Q-4 Let l g D. By F-3 there exists m g D with l $ m such that
 .  .  .2.1 holds. By the definitions of d x, z and d y, z , for any given « ) 0m m
 .  .there exist t , t ) 0 with t - d x, z q «r2 and t - d y, z q «r21 2 1 m 2 m
 .  .  .such that z g U m, t and z g U m, t , which implies U m, t lx 1 y 2 x 1
 .  .  .U m, t / B. Thus it follows from 2.1 that y g U l, t q t , and soy 2 x 1 2
d x , y F t q t - d x , z q d z , y q « . .  .  .l 1 2 m m
 .  .  .By the arbitrariness of « we get d x, y F d x, z q d z, y .l m m
Lastly, we prove that T s T . By Theorem 2.1, we know that, B sM x
  . 4B l, t ¬ l g D, t ) 0 is a neighborhood base of x for T , wherex M
 .   . 4  .  .B l, t s y g Y ¬ d x, y - t . It is obvious that B l, t ; U l, t andx l x x
 .  .U l, tr2 ; B l, t . Hence T s T .x x M
 .COROLLARY 2.1. Let X, T be a F-type topological space and M s
 4  4d ¬ l g D be a generating family of quasi-metrics for T. x ; X andl n
x g X. Then
 .  .1 x ª x iff lim d x , x s 0 for all l g D;n nª` l n
 .  42 x is a Cauchy sequence iff for each l g D and each « ) 0 theren
 .exists a positi¨ e integer N such that d x , x - « whene¨er m, n ) N.l m n
In the following, we give several examples of F-type topological spaces.
 .EXAMPLE 2.1. Every metric space X, d is a F-type topological space.
 .In fact, we can arbitrarily take a directed set D, say D s 0, 1 and define
d x , y s d x , y for all l g D and x , y g X . .  .l
 4  .  .Then it is easy to see that d ¬ l g D satisfies Q-1 ] Q-4 in Theoreml
 .2.1. Therefore X, T is a F-type topological space, where T is a topologyd d
deduced by the metric d on X.
EXAMPLE 2.2. Every Hausdorff topological vector space X is a F-type
topological space.
 4In fact, let U s U ¬ a g D be a balanced neighborhood base of u .a
Define a partial order on D as
a $ b m U ; U .b a
 .Thus D s D, $ is a directed set. Let
U l, t s x q tU for x g X , l g D , t ) 0. .l l
  . 4Obviously, U s U l, t ¬ l g D, t ) 0 is a neighborhood base of x.x x
Notice that U has the following properties: every U in U is balanced anda
absorbing, and for each U g U there exists an U g U such that U q Ua b b b
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 .  .  .; U . Hence it is not difficult to show that U x g X satisfies F-1 ] F-4 .a x
Therefore X is F-type.
A mapping F: R ª Rq is called a distribution function if it is nonde-
 .  .creasing and left-continuous with inf F t s 0 and sup F t s 1. We de-
note by H the specific distribution function defined by
0, if t F 0,H t s .  1, if t ) 0.
w x DEFINITION 2.2 4, 5 . A Menger probabilistic metric space briefly, a
.  .Menger PM-space is a triplet X, F, D , where X is a nonempty set, D is a
t-norm, and F is a mapping from X = X into the set of all distribution
 .  .  .functions which satisfy PM-1 ] PM-4 listed below. For each x, y g X
 .= X, F x, y will be denoted by F .x, y
 .  .PM-1 F t s 1 for all t ) 0 if and only if x s y;x, y
 .  .PM-2 F 0 s 0;x, y
 .  .  .PM-3 F t s F t for all t g R;x, y y, x
 .  .   .  ..PM-4 F t q t G D F t , F t for all x, y, z g X andx, z 1 2 x, y 1 y, z 2
t , t G 0.1 2
w x  .Schweizer, Sklar, and Thorp 6 have proved that if X, F, D is a
 .Menger PM-space with a t-norm D satisfying sup D t, t s 1, then0 - t -1
 .there exists a topology T such that X, T is a Hausdorff topological space
and the family of sets
U s U l, « l g 0, 1 , « ) 0 x g X .  .  . 4x x
is a neighborhood base of x for T , where
U l, « s y g X F « ) 1 y « . 2.5 .  .  . 5x x , y
 .  .The topology T on X is called the « , l -topology of X, F, D .
 .EXAMPLE 2.3. Let X, F, D be a Menger PM-space with a t-norm
 .satisfying sup D t, t s 1. Then X is a F-type topological space in0 - t -1
 .  .the « , l -topology T of X, F, D .
 . .In fact, 0, 1 , $ is a directed set, where the partial order $ is defined
by
a $ b m a G b . 2.6 .
 .By 2.5 and the definition of distribution function, it is easy to see that
  .  . 4  .  .  .  .U s U l, « ¬ l g 0, 1 , « ) 0 x g X satisfies F-1 , F-2 , and F-4 .x x
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 .  .Now we prove that F-3 is also true. Since sup D t, t s 1, for any0 - t -1
 .  x  .  .l g 0, 1 there exists m g 0, l i.e., l $ m such that D 1 y m, 1 y m )
 .  .1 y l. Assume that U m, t l U m, t / B, then we can take z gx 1 y 2
 .  .  .  .  .U m, t l U m, t , and so F t ) 1 y m and F t s F t )x 1 y 2 x, z 1 x, y 2 y, z 2
 .1 y m. Thus from PM-4 it follows that
F t q t G D F t , F t .  .  . .x , y 1 2 x , z 1 z , y 2
G D 1 y m , 1 y m ) 1 y l, .
 .which implies y g U l, t q t . Hence X is a F-type topological space inx 1 2
 .  .the « , l -topology T of X, F, D .
3. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE AND FIXED POINT
THEOREM
 .LEMMA 3.1. Let X, T be a sequentially complete F-type topological
 4  4space and d ¬ l g D be a generating family of quasi-metrics for T. Let Wl n
be a sequence of nonempty subsets in X with the following properties:
 .1 W > W , n s 1, 2, . . . ;n nq1
 .  .  .   .2 lim d W s 0 for all l g D, where d A s sup d x, y ¬ x,nª` l n l l
4y g A . Then
lim d W s 0 for all l g D 3.1 . .l n
nª`
`and there exists a unique j g F W .ns1 n
 .Proof. We first prove 3.1 . For any given l g D and n g N, by the
 .  4  4definition of d W we can choose two sequences x and y in Wl n m m n
such that
lim d x , y s d W . .  .l m m l n
mª`
k . ` k . ` 4  4Since x , y g W , there exist two sequences x , y in Wm m n m ks1 m ks1 n
k . k .  .such that x ª x , y ª y k ª ` , so thatm m m m
lim d x k . , x s 0 and lim d y k . , y s 0 for all a g D. .  .a m m a m m
kª` kª`
 4  .  .Notice that d ¬ l g D satisfies Q-3 and Q-4 . Hence for the givenl
l g D there exists m g D with l $ m such that
d x , y F d x , x k . q d x k . , y k . q d y k . , y .  .  .  .l m m m m m m m m m m m
F d x , x k . q d W q d y k . , y . . .  .m m m m n m m m
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 .  .Letting k ª `, we get d x , y F d W , and sol m m m n
d W s lim d x , y F d W . .  . .l n l m m m n
mª`
 .  .Noting that lim d W s 0, hence 3.1 holds.nª` m n
`Next we show that there exists a point j g F W .ns1 n
 .  .Arbitrarily taking x g W n s 1, 2, . . . , by 3.1 , for each « ) 0 andn n
l g D there exists N g N such that
sup d x , y - « whenever n ) N. .l
x , ygWn
 .Since x g W ; W for m, n g N with m G n, we have d x , x - «m m n l m n
 4whenever m G n ) N. This implies that x is a Cauchy sequence inn
 .X, T . By the sequential completeness of X, there exists a point j g X
 .such that lim x s j . Notice that x g W m G n, n s 1, 2, . . . .nª` n m n
` .Hence we have j g W n s 1, 2, . . . , i.e., j g F W .n ns1 n
Lastly we prove the uniqueness of j .
`  4Assume that there exists h g F W with h / j . Since d ¬ l g Dns1 n l
 .  .satisfies Q-1 , there exists some l g D such that d j , h s t ) 0. Byl
 .  .3.1 we have d W - t for some N g N. In view of j , h g W , we getl N N
d j , h F d W - d j , h , .  . .l l N l
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof.
 .  4LEMMA 3.2. Let X, T be a F-type topological space and d ¬ l g D bel
a generating family of quasi-metrics for T. Let w : X ª R be a lower
 .semi-continuous function, bounded from below, and k: D ª 0, q` be a
nonincreasing function. We define a relation ``$ '' on X as
x $ y iff d x , y F k l w x y w y for all l g D. 3.2 .  .  .  .  . .l
 .Then X, $ is a partial order set and it has a maximal element.
Proof. We first prove that $ is a partial order on X.
It is obvious that x $ x for each x g X. If x, y g X, x $ y, and y $ x,
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .then by 3.2 we have w x G w y and w y G w x , so that w x s w y .
 .From this it follows that d x, y s 0 for all l g D, and so x s y. If x, y,l
z g X with x $ y and y $ z, then we have
d x , y F k a w x y w y and .  .  .  . .a
d y , z F k a w y y w z , .  .  .  . .a
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 .for all a g D. By Q-3 , for every l g D there exists m g D with l $ m
such that
d x , z F d x , y q d y , z F k m w x y w z . .  .  .  .  .  . .l m m
 .  .  .  .  ..Note that k l is nonincreasing, we have d x, z F k l w x y w z forl
all l g D, and so x $ z. Therefore $ is a partial order on X.
 .Next, we prove that the partially ordered set X, $ has a maximal
element.
 .Suppose that C is a totally ordered subset of X. By 3.2 it is easy to
know that w is monotone decreasing on C. Note that w is bounded from
 .below. Hence we can let g s inf w x , and can choose an increasingx g C
 4  .sequence x in C such that w x xg as n ª `. Letn n
W s x g C ¬ w x F w x n s 1, 2, . . . . 4 .  .  .n n
 .  .Obviously, W / B since x g W and W > W n s 1, 2, . . . . More-n n n n nq1
 .  .  .over, let y, z g W , then g F w z and w y F w x . Without loss ofn n
 .generality, we assume y $ z. By 3.2 we have
d y , z F k l w y y w z F k l w x y g for all l g D , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .l n
and so
d W F k l w x y g for all l g D. .  .  . .l n n
Letting n ª `, we get
lim d W s 0 for all l g D. .l n
nª`
 .Thus from Lemma 3.1, it follows that lim d W s 0 for all l g Dnª` l n
`  .and exists a unique j g F W . Since x g W ; W n s 1, 2, . . . , wens1 n n n n
have
lim d x , j s 0 for all l g D. .l n
nª`
Now we show that j is an upper bound of C. For x g C, we consider
the following two cases:
 .  .  .Case 1. Let x $ x n s 1, 2, . . . . Then w x F w x , i.e., x g Wn n n
` .  4n s 1, 2, . . . . Notice that F W s j , hence x s j .ns1 n
Case 2. Let x $ x for same n g N. Then x $ x whenever n G n .n 0 n 00
Thus when n G n ,0
d x , x F k a w x y w x for all a g D. 3.3 .  .  .  .  . .a n n
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 4  .Because d ¬ l g D satisfies Q-3 and x ª j , hence for any l g Dl n
there exists m g D with l $ m such that
d x , j F lim d x , x . 3.4 .  .  .l m n
nª`
 .  .Since w is lower semi-continuous, we have w j F lim w x . Noticenª` n
 .  .  .that k l is nonincreasing. By 3.3 and 3.4 we obtain
d x , j F k l w x y w j for all l g D. .  .  .  . .l
Hence x $ j . This implies that j is an upper bound of C. Thus by Zorn's
 .Lemma, X, $ has a maximal element.
 .THEOREM 3.1. Let X, T be a sequentially complete F-type topological
 4space and d ¬ l g D be a generating family of quasi-metrics for T. Let w :l
q  .X ª R be a lower semi-continuous function and k: D ª 0, q` be a
nonincreasing function. Suppose further that the mapping f : X ª X satisfies
the condition
d x , f x F k l w x y w f x ;l g D. 3.5 .  .  .  .  . .  .l
Then f has a fixed point in X.
 .Proof. From Lemma 3.2, X, $ is a partially ordered set, where $ is
 .  .  .defined by 3.2 and X, $ has a maximal element, say x#. By 3.5 we
have
d x#, f x# F k l w x# y w f x# ;l g D. .  .  .  . .  .l
 .This implies that x# $ f x# . Note that x# is a maximal element in
 .  .X, $ . Hence we have f x# s x#, i.e., x# is a fixed point of f.
The following theorem is an equivalent form of Theorem 3.1.
 .THEOREM 3.19. Let X, T be a sequentially complete F-type topological
  . 4  .space and U s U l, t ¬ l g D, t ) 0 be a neighborhood base of x x g Xx x
 .  . qwith the properties F-1 ] F-4 . Let w : X ª R be a lower semi-continuous
 .function and k: D ª 0, q` be a nonincreasing function. Suppose further
that the mapping f : X ª X satisfies the following condition: For each x g X,
 .   ..w x G w f x and
f x g U l, k l w x y w f x q « ;« ) 0, ;l g D. 3.5 9 .  .  .  .  . . .x
Then f has a fixed point in X.
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 w x.  .COROLLARY 3.1 Caristi 2 . Let X, T be a complete metric space and
let w : X ª Rq be a lower semi-continuous function. If the mapping f :
X ª X satisfies the condition
d x , f x F w x y w f x , .  .  . .  .
then f has a fixed point in X.
Proof. Arbitrarily take a directed set D and let
d x , y s d x , y ; x , y g X , ;l g D. .  .l
 .  4Then by Example 2.1, X, T is a F-type topological space and d ¬ l g Dd l
 .is a generating family of quasi-metrics for T . Taking k l s 1 for alld
l g D, it is easy to know that all conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied.
Therefore the conclusion follows from Theorem 3.1 immediately.
 .COROLLARY 3.2. Let X, T be a sequentially complete Hausdorff topo-
 4logical ¨ector space and U s U ¬ a g D be a balanced neighborhood basea
of u in X. Let w : X ª Rq be a lower semi-continuous function and k:
 .D ª 0, q` be a nonincreasing function. Suppose further that the mapping
 .  .f : X ª X satisfies the following conditions: For e¨ery x g X, f x s w x y
  ..w f x G 0 and
f x y x g k l f x U ;l g D. 3.6 .  .  .  .l
Then f has a fixed point in X.
Proof. We define a partial order on D as follows: a $ b m U ; Ub a
and let
 4d x , y s inf t ) 0 ¬ x y y g tU ; x , y g X , ;l g D. 3.7 .  .l l
Then by Example 2.2 it is easy to know that X is a sequentially complete
 4F-type topological space and d ¬ l g D be a generating family of quasi-l
 .  .  .metrics for T. Moreover, 3.6 and 3.7 imply 3.5 . Therefore by Theorem
3.1, f has a fixed point in X.
 .THEOREM 3.2. Let X, T be a sequentially complete F-type topological
 4space and d ¬ l g D be a generating family of quasi-metrics for T. Let w :l
 xX ª y`, q` be a lower semi-continuous functional, bounded from below,
 .  .w x k q`, and h: D ª 0, q` a nondecreasing function. Then for e¨ery
« ) 0 and e¨ery x g X satisfying0
w x F inf w x ¬ x g X q « , 3.8 4 .  .  .0
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there exists some x g X such that
 .  .  .i w x F w x ;0
 .  .  .ii d x, x F 1rh l ;l g D;l 0
 .iii For each x g X with x / x there exists some l g D such that0
w x ) w x y « h l d x , x . .  .  .  .0 l0
Proof. Let
S s x g X w x F w x y « h l d x , x , ;l g D . 3.9 .  .  .  .  . 40 l 0
 .  .  .Clearly, S / B since x g S . By 3.8 we know that w x - q`, and0 0
 .so w x - q` for all x g S.
 4Now we prove that S is a closed set. Let x ; S and x ª x# g X.n n
Then
w x F w x y « h l d x , x ;l g D. 3.10 .  .  .  .  .n 0 l n 0
 4  .Since d ¬ l g D satisfies Q-4 and x ª x#, for each l g D there existsl n
m g D with l $ m such that
d x#, x F lim d x , x . 3.11 .  .  .l 0 m n 0
nª`
 .  .Notice that w is lower semi-continuous. From 3.10 and 3.11 it follows
that
1
d x#, x F w x y w x# . .  .  .l 0 0« h l .
This implies that x# g S. Hence S is closed.
 < .Thus by the sequential completeness of X, we know that S, T is alsoS
a sequentially complete F-type topological space. We define a relation $
on S as
1
x $ y iff d x , y F w x y w y ;l g D. 3.12 .  .  .  .l « h l .
 .   ..  .Putting k l s 1r « h l , it is obvious that k l is nonincreasing and
that w : S ª R is a lower semi-continuous function and is bounded from
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 .below. By Lemma 3.2, we know that S, $ is a partial order set and it has
a maximal element, say x. Thus we have x $ x, and so0
1
d x , x F w x y w x ;l g D. 3.13 .  .  . .l 0 0« h l .
 .  .  .This implies that w x F w x , i.e., the conclusion i is proved.0
 .  .  .  .Next, by condition 3.8 we have w x y w x F « . Thus from 3.13 it0
 .  .  .follows that d x , x F 1rh l ;l g D. Conclusion ii is proved.l 0
 .  .Lastly, we verify the conclusion iii . Assume that iii is false. Then
there exists some x9 g X with x9 / x such that
1
d x9, x F w x y w x9 ;l g D. 3.14 .  .  .  .l « h l .
 .  .  .Thus, by Q-4 , 3.13 and 3.14 , for each l g D there exists m g D
with l $ m such that
d x , x9 F d x , x q d x , x9 .  . .l 0 m 0 m
1 1
F w x y w x9 F w x y w x9 , .  .  .  .0 0« h m « h l .  .
 .so that x9 g S. In addition, 3.14 implies that x $ x9, which contradicts
 .that x is a maximal element of S. Hence iii is true.
The following theorem is an equivalent form of Theorem 3.2.
 .THEOREM 3.29. Let X, T be a sequentially complete F-type topological
  . 4  .space and U s U l, t ¬ l g D, t ) 0 be a neighborhood base of x x g Xx x
 .  .  xwith the properties F-1 ] F-4 . Let w : X ª y`, q` be a lower semi-
 .continuous functional, bounded from below, w x k q`, and h: D ª
 .0, q` a nondecreasing function. Then for e¨ery « ) 0 and e¨ery x g X0
satisfying
w x F inf w x x g X q « , 3.8 4 .  .  .0
there exists an x g X such that
 .  .  .i w x F w x ;0
 .   . .ii x g U l, 1rh l q d ;d ) 0, ;l g D;x 0
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 .iii For each x g X with x / x there exists some l g D and some0
d ) 0 such that
1
x f U l , w x y w x q d . .  . .x 0 /« h l .0
 w x.  .COROLLARY 3.3 Ekeland's Variational Principle 1 . Let X, T be a
 xcomplete metric space and w : X ª y`, q` be a lower semi-continuous
 .functional, bounded from below, w x k q`. Then for e¨ery « ) 0 and
e¨ery x g X satisfying0
w x F inf w x x g X q « , 4 .  .0
there exists an x g X such that
 .  .  .i w x F w x ;0
 .  .ii d x, x F 1;0
 .  .  .  .iii w x ) w x y « d x, x ; x g X, x / x.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 3.1, the conclusion follows
from Example 2.1 and Theorem 3.2.
 .COROLLARY 3.4. Let X, T be a sequentially complete Hausdorff topo-
 4logical ¨ector space and U s U ¬ a g D be a balanced neighborhood basea
 xof u in X. Let w : X ª y`, q` be a lower semi-continuous functional,
 .  .bounded from below, w x k q`, and let h: D ª 0, q` be a nonincreas-
ing function. Then for e¨ery « ) 0 and e¨ery x g X satisfying0
w x F inf w x N x g X q « , 4 .  .0
there exists an x g X such that
 .  .  .i w x F w x ;0
 .  . .ii h l x y x g U ;l g D;0 l
 .iii For each x g X with x / x there exists some l g D and some0
d ) 0 such that
1
x y x f w x y w x q d U . .  .  . . l0 /« h l .0
Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 3.2, the conclusion follows
from Example 2.2 and Theorem 3.2.
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4. FIXED POINT THEOREM AND VARIATIONAL
PRINCIPLE IN PROBABILISTIC METRIC SPACES
In this section, we shall apply the results of Section 3 to obtain a fixed
theorem and a variational principle in Menger probabilistic metric spaces.
 .THEOREM 4.1. Let X, F, D be a complete Menger space with a t-norm
 . qD satisfying sup D t, t s 1. Let w : X ª R be a lower semi-continu-0 - t -1
 .  .ous function and k: 0, 1 ª 0, q` be a nonincreasing function. Suppose
that the mapping f : X ª X satisfies the following condition: For each x g X,
 .   ..w x G w f x and
F t G H t y w x y w f x ; x g X , t ) 0. 4.1 .  .  .  . . . .x , f  x .
Then f has a fixed point in X.
Proof. By Example 2.3, X is a sequentially complete F-type topological
 .  .space for the « , l -topology of X, F, D . Moreover, it is not difficult to
 .  .  .show that 4.1 implies 3.5 9. In fact, for any « ) 0 we put t s w x y
  ..  .w f x q « . From 4.1 it follows that
F t s 1 ) 1 y l ;l g 0, 1 , .  .x , f  x .
 .  .  .  .and so we have f x g U l, t for all l g 0, 1 , i.e., 3.5 9 holds. There-x
fore, all conditions of Theorem 3.19 are satisfied and the conclusion
follows from Theorem 3.19 immediately.
By Example 2.3 and Theorem 3.29 we can obtain the following:
 .THEOREM 4.2. Let X, F, D be a complete Menger space with a t-norm
 .  xD satisfying sup D t, t s 1. Let w : X ª y`, q` be a lower semi-0 - t -1
 .  .continuous functional, bounded from below, w x k q`, and h: 0, 1 ª
 .0, q` a nondecreasing function. Then for e¨ery « ) 0 and e¨ery x g X0
satisfying
w x F inf w x x g X q « , 4.2 4 .  .  .0
there exists an x g X such that
 .  .  .i w x F w x ;0
 .  .  .  .ii F t ) 1 y l, ;l g 0, 1 , t ) 1rh l ;x, x 0
 .iii For each x g X with x / x there exists some l g D and t ) 00 0
such that
1
F t - H t y w x y w x . .  .  . .x , x 0 00  /« h l .0
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Remark. Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 improve and extend the corre-
w xsponding results in 3 .
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